We calculate the width for the ω → ππ decay in nuclear medium. Chiral dynamics and low-density approximation are used. At densities around twice the nuclear saturation density we estimate the partial width for the decay of the longitudinal mode to be of the order of a few tens of MeV, and for the transverse mode a few times less.
Pseudovector coupling is used. The incoming ω has momentum q and polarization ǫ. The outgoing pions have momenta p and q − p, and isospin a and b, respectively. Pseudovector coupling is used in the first two diagrams. The third diagram contains the S-wave π-N coupling, proportional to the sigma term, σ πN . The in-medium nucleon propagator is given in Eq. (1) . [14] , where the ω − σ mixing mechanism and the subsequent decay of the σ into two pions leads to a huge partial decay width for ω → ππ, of the order of a few hundred MeV at typical densities in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, and for ω moving with the momentum of the order of 500MeV with respect to nuclear matter. We carefully reanalyze the calculation of Ref. [14] . Firstly, we recognize that at the same level of calculation (lowdensity expansion) there are additional diagrams in nuclear medium, leading to ω → ππ without an intermediate σ state (the first two diagrams in Fig. 2 ). The inclusion of these diagrams provides cancellations with the diagram with the intermediate σ state (third diagram in Fig. 2 ), which are strong when the mass of the σ is large. This can lead to a reduction of the in-medium partial width for ω → ππ down to a level of a few tens of MeV, which is much smaller than the value or Ref. [14] , but still large enough to be relevant among other processes contributing to the in-medium ω width. More importantly, the inclusion of all diagrams in Fig. 2 is necessary to satisfy the constraints of chiral symmetry in formal limiting cases (small external 4-momenta). Also, we take the effort to analyze separately the longitudinally and transversely polarized ω, and show that the partial width for the former is a few times larger than for the latter. We work for simplicity in the low-density expansion, which allows us to develop simple and instructive formulas for the amplitude and the decay width in the case when the 3-momentum of the ω meson is small, and close to the chiral limit.
In hadronic calculations involving pions one has to choose whether to use pseudovector or pseudoscalar πN coupling. In the latter case one has also to include the scalar-isoscalar σ meson. In case of low-energy physical processes, where all external four-momenta are small, the two methods are equivalent and it is a matter of convenience which coupling to use [15] [16] [17] . In the present case the four-momentum of the on-shell ω meson is not small, therefore the two methods do not yield the same result. Only in a formal limit of very large σ mass (or, equivalently, low ω mass) do the results overlap. We will discuss this point very carefully throughout this Letter. Our calculation of ω → ππ in nuclear matter includes the mechanism of absorption of the ω meson by a nucleon from the Fermi sea, and emission of two pions by this nucleon. These processes are depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively, for the case of pseudovector and pseudoscalar πN coupling. The ωN coupling constant can be estimated from the vector dominance model. We use g ω = 10. The solid line in Figs. 1 and 2 denotes the in-medium nucleon propagator, which can be conveniently decomposed in the free and density parts
The first two diagrams in Figs 
where p is the momentum of one of the pions, q is the momentum of the ω meson, u is the four-velocity of nuclear matter, and ǫ specifies the polarization of ω. For the case of the pseudovector coupling (Fig. 1 ) the explicit calculation (in the rest frame of the nuclear matter) yields:
where γ is the angle between q and p, and ... mean higher-order terms in the baryon density ρ B , momentum | q|, and the chiral parameter m π . We chose to present the results in the lowest expansion in these three parameters due to simplicity. We should also comment here that in fact it is not justified to keep terms in the density expansion which are of order ρ 2 B or higher, since these result from diagrams not included in the calculation.
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For the case of the pseudoscalar coupling (Fig. 2) we get analogously (ii) and (iii) are formal. When imposed, they lead the strong cancellations between the "triangle" and "bubble" diagrams, which can now be explicitly observed in the form of the coefficients B and C in Eqs. (7, 8) . In realistic cases, however, the third condition is not well satisfied and the cancellations are weaker. In the extreme situation, for m σ approaching m ω , the ω decay width strongly increases and the σ diagram dominates. However, in this case the approach should include the finite width of σ, which eliminates the divergence [14] .
The expression for the decay width reads [18] 
where the factor 1 2 is the symmetry factor when the decay proceed into two neutral pions, the factor of 3 accounts for the isospin degeneracy of the final pion states (i.e. neutral and charged pions), n s is the number of spin states of the ω meson, and s denotes the sum over these spin states, and q , p and p ′ = q − p are the four-momenta of the ω meson, 2 The next terms in the density expansion are the Fermi-motion correction, which start at ρ 4/3 B . These could be included, but technically it is rather involved for the triangle diagrams in Figs. 1 or 2. Hopefully, these are not too large, as was the case e.g. in model calculations of the density-dependence of the quark condensate [17] . and the two pions, respectively (cf. Figs. 1 and 2) . The phase-space integral is performed in the rest frame of the nuclear medium, and we obtain explicitly
where the kinematics enforces
. (11) The presence of the medium results in the splitting of transversely and longitudinally polarized ω states. Transversely polarized ω has two helicity states (n s = 2), with projection s = ±1 on the direction of q, and the longitudinally polarized ω has one helicity state (n s = 1), with the corresponding projection s = 0. An explicit calculation yields
Note that by summing over all polarization we recover s=0,±1 ε
. The tensors T µν and L µν are projection tensors, i.e. ,
and L µν q ν = 0, which reflects current conservation, as well as T µν u ν = 0. Using relations (2, 12) in Eq. (10) we find the following expressions for the decay widths of transversely and longitudinally polarized ω meson into two pions:
We note that the coefficient C does not enter these formulas. For the case of pseudovector coupling we obtain:
where ... denote higher-order terms in the expansion in ρ B , q, and m π . We note that if the term with σ πN (which is of the order m longitudinal mode, (15) , would be 8 times larger than the width of the transverse mode, (14) . However, numerically we find −10Mg For the case of pseudoscalar coupling we find
We note that Eqs. (16) and (14) In Fig. 3 we present numerical results for the pseudovector-coupling case for finite q and m π , but still in the low-density approximation. We plot the quantities (ρ 0 /ρ B ) 2 Γ T,P V ω→ππ and
ω→ππ , where ρ 0 is the nuclear saturation density, as functions of the momentum | q|. This way we get rid of the density dependence. Also, in order to obtain more reasonable numerical estimates, we depart in this calculation from the strict low-density limit by reducing the value of the nucleon mass to 70% of its vacuum value, which is a typical in-medium number (i.e. M * /M = 0.7). This is a very important effect, since expressions (14-17) scale approximately as M −8 . The density dependence on other quantities is less crucial, so we do not take it into account. The plot shows that the width of the longitudinal mode is a few times larger than the width of the transverse mode for all values of | q|. We note strong dependence on | q|, with maxima around 400MeV. The values around the maxima for ρ B = 2ρ 0 give Γ T,P V ω→ππ ≃ 5MeV and Γ L,P V ω→ππ ≃ 25MeV. The latter value is substantial, showing that the ω → ππ process should be included (among other processes) in the analysis of the in-medium modification of the ω meson.
In conclusion, we would like to remark on the possibly large role of the final-state interactions. In fact, the σ-diagram of Fig. 2 may be viewed as an example of a process where the pions form a resonance in the final state. This can lead to a large enhancement of the amplitude, as was the case in Ref. [14] , and which is explicit in our expressions when m σ is close to m ω . However, final-state interactions should be included in all diagrams of Fig. 2 (or Fig. 1 ), hence cancellations are expected to occur. This interesting extension of the present analysis is left for a future work.
